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B.1 ~ 6" X 6" NUMERICAL

B.2 ~ 6" X 6" INFORMATIONAL

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY
50

EXIT ONLY

B.3 ~ 6" X 6" ADA ROOM ID

XXXXXXXXX
RESTROOMS

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

9 characters:
9 characters in ALL Caps;
10 characters in Upper/Lower [U/L];
3 Lines of copy

140
Storage

100U1
Electrical

130
Classroom

103U2
Mechanical

*will not fit in ALL caps

Legend:

- Copy * and Raised Elements**: Color 1
- Background and Braille***: Color 2
- Inset: Color 1 or Color 3

*Copy on Inset are NOT raised elements
***Grade II Braille to ensure Grade II Dome Braille translations and ADA compliance
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E ~ 6" X 10" ADA ROOM ID

COSTUME SHOP
DESIGN ROOM

*** Grade II Dome Braille is NOT translated herein, depictions are examples only. Fabricator to ensure Grade II Dome Braille translations and ADA compliance.

"Copy or Insert are NOT raised elements. ***Use ADA Braille to match background color.

Legend:
- Copy* and Raised Elements**: Color 1
- Background and Braille***: Color 2
- Insert: Color 1 or Color 3

*Copy or Insert are NOT raised elements
**Use ADA Braille to match background color
IN CASE OF FIRE
DO NOT USE ELEVATOR
FOLLOW POSTED FIRE EVACUATION ROUTES

IN CASE OF FIRE
DO NOT USE ELEVATOR
FOLLOW POSTED FIRE EVACUATION ROUTES

IN CASE OF FIRE
DO NOT USE ELEVATOR
FOLLOW POSTED FIRE EVACUATION ROUTES
H.(et al) ~9 ¼” X 6 ½” ADA ROOM ID w/ symbol

108U1

12 characters:
1 line of copy

5 ½” REG.

2 5/8” SYMBOL

106W1

WOMEN

5 ½” REG.

107M1

MEN

5 ½” REG.

100E1

ELEVATOR

5 ½” REG.

190S2

STAIRS

H.RR

H.W

H.M

H.FS

H.E

H.SS

RESTROOM

RESTROOMS

INCASE OF FIRE USE STAIRWAY FOR EXIT

DO NOT USE ELEVATOR

IN CASE OF FIRE USE STAIRWAY FOR EXIT

DO NOT USE ELEVATOR

Legend:

Copy* & Raised Elements**: Color 1
Background and Braille***: Color 2
Insert: Color 1 or Color 3

*Copy in Insert are NOT raised elements
**TX: ADA, Braille to match background color

Scale: 6” = T-0”

This drawing and the ideas expressed herein are the confidential property of INNERFACE. The original and the sheets are not to be reproduced, copied, or disclosed to any other person or entity, without the express written consent of INNERFACE.
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01.08
J.(et al) ~ tbd" x 12" DIRECTIONALS

ELEVATOR
RESTROOM
VENDING

ELEVATOR
RESTROOM
VENDING

150-188
PHONE
STAIR
EXIT- AVENUE I

13" x 12"

101-149
185-198
STAIR
ELEVATOR
RESTROOM
VENDING
AUDITORIUM
AVENUE I

150-188
PHONE
STAIR
EXIT- AVENUE I

13 1/2" x 12"

101-149
185-198
STAIRS

4 1/2" x 12"

5 1/2" x 12"

3 1/2" x 12"

6 1/2" x 12"

Legend:
- Copy* and Raised Element**: Color 1
- Background and Braille***: Color 2
- Inserts: Color 1 or Color 3

*Copy on Interiors are NOT raised elements
**Ada, issued to match background color

** Grade II Dome Braille in NOT translated herein, depictions are examples only, fabricator to ensure Grade II Dome Braille translations and ADA compliance
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